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expected to hear from Laval was made plain by the Gazeta Polska
when, commenting on his presence in Warsaw, it said: "We
must ask M. Laval to explain to us what are the political intentions
and implications of the new pact France signed with Russia on
May 2." It was suspected that Laval would sign a secret military
treaty in Moscow with the Soviet.
In the evening of May 10 Beck gave a dinner in honour of Laval
after they had had an hour's political talk, and the dinner was
followed by a great reception, which was attended by Slawek
and other prominent Poles, as well as by members of the French
colony. Next morning Laval called on Slawek and later on the
President, who kept him to lunch; he had also another talk with
Beck; Pilsudski sent an apology—his doctors had forbidden
him to see anyone. Later in the evening Laval and Beck met and
conferred at the French Embassy. An official communique said
their conversation was marked by mutual confidence and sincere
understanding; both Ministers had ascertained that their common
efforts were directed to the maintenance of peace and security
in Europe by the organization of an extensive international
collaboration affording all nations the opportunity to participate;
the "close solidarity" of the Franco-Polish alliance was at the
service of the will to peace. This solidarity was reaffirmed in
speeches broadcast by the two Ministers. Laval had declared
to Beck that the Franco-Soviet pact was in all respects in
conformity with the alliance and with the various pacts Poland
had made with her neighbours, and that there was no secret
treaty behind it. As regards a multilateral Eastern Pact Beck
promised to study that question afresh, but he expressly excepted
Lithuania from such a pact, a last Polish effort at reconciliation
with that State having just been thwarted by Soviet intrigues.
In Paris Laval's visit was considered only a moderate success,
but on the whole the Poles were pleased with it; an event, however,
supervened suddenly which completely absorbed their minds.
Twelve hours after Laval left Warsaw for Moscow Marshal
Pilsudski died, May 12, 1935—by a singular coincidence the
anniversary—the ninth—of the coup d'etat which brought him
to power.

